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Abstract. Our aim is to elaborate a multidimensional database reduction 
process which will specify aggregated schema applicable over a period of time 
as well as retains useful data for decision support. Firstly, we describe a multi-
dimensional database schema composed of a set of states. Each state is defined 
as a star schema composed of one fact and its related dimensions. Each reduced 
state is defined through reduction operators. Secondly, we describe our experi-
ments and discuss their results. Evaluating our solution implies executing 
different requests in various contexts: unreduced single fact table, unreduced re-
lational star schema, reduced star schema or reduced snowflake schema. We 
show that queries are more efficiently calculated within a reduced star schema. 
Keywords: multidimensional design, data reduction, experimental assessment. 
1 Introduction 
Nowadays, decision support systems are based on Multidimensional Data Warehouse 
(MDW). A MDW schema is based on facts (analysis subjects) and dimensions (analy-
sis axis). By definition, in a MDW, data is stored permanently and new data is period-
ically added. Hence a DW stores a huge volume of data in which the decision maker 
may well get lost during his analyses. On the other hand, the pertinence of MDW data 
decreases with age: while detailed information is generally considered important for 
recent data [11], it may be of lesser interest for older data. As data value decreases 
with time, we implement selective deletion at low levels of granularity according to 
the users’ needs. This reduction is achieved mainly through progressive data aggrega-
tion: older data is synthesized.  
Our objective is to provide a multidimensional analysis environment adapted to 
decision makers' needs, allowing them to remove the temporal granularity levels 
which are of little use for analysis. 
This paper is composed of the following sections: Section 2 describes a state of the 
art of data reduction. Section 3 defines our model of multidimensional data based on 
reductions. Section 4 provides an evaluation of our solution in various implementa-
tion environments. 
2 Related Work 
Reducing data allows us both to decrease the quantity of irrelevant data in decision 
making and to increase future analysis quality [12]. In the context of decision support, 
data reduction is a technique originally used in the field of data mining [9], [12]. 
In the DW context, [2] were the first to propose solutions for data deletion. More 
precisely, they study data expiration in materialized views so that they are not 
affected and can be maintained after updates. 
In the multidimensional area, [11] presents a technique for progressive data aggre-
gation of a fact. This study intends to specify data aggregation criteria of a fact due to 
higher levels of dimensions. The authors also propose techniques to query reduced 
multidimensional objects. As mentioned in [6], this work is highly theoretical but it 
fails to provide us a concrete example of implementation strategy. In [6], a gradual 
data aggregation solution based on conception, implementation and evaluation is pro-
posed. This solution is based on a table containing different temporal granularities: 
second, minute, hour, month and year. 
This previous work only focuses on the fact table. [5] and [6] use a temporal table 
for gradual data reduction. Our goal is more ambitious as it aims to study data reduc-
tion of the complete multidimensional schema. This reduction depends only on the 
users’ needs. We intend to provide a coherent analysis environment and thus facilitate 
the decision maker’s task by limiting the analysis to semantically coherent data.  
3 Our Model 
3.1 Case Study 
This case study shows a multidimensional schema progression that fulfills the deci-
sion maker's needs. During the last four years, sales analysis is carried out with refer-
ence to lowest levels of granularity: product, customer and sale date. In the previous 
period, from 2010 to 2000, analyses are summarized according to product ranges, 
dates and customer cities because no analysis referring to customers and product 
codes is required. Before 2000, only annual sales by product ranges make sense. 
The following 3 figures represent the evolution of a conceptual multidimensional 
schema. Each schema represents a state; it is based on a subject of analysis (fact) 
related to different dimensions. Each fact is composed of one or more indicators. For 
example, in Figure 1, the fact named “Sale” is composed of two indicators: Quantity 
and Amount. A dimension models an analysis axis; it reflects information according 
to which subjects of analysis are to be dealt with. For example, in figure 1, the “Sales” 
fact is connected to 3 dimensions: Products, Customers and Time. Dimension 
attributes (also called parameters or levels) are organized according to one or more 
hierarchies. Hierarchies represent a particular vision (perspective) of a dimension. 
Each schema is based on the graphic notation introduced in [3]. 
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To define Ti, we adopt a linear and discrete time model approaching time in granular 
way through time observation units [13]. A temporal grain is an integer relative to a 
time unit; we adopt the standard time units manipulated through functions: Year, 
Quarter, Month, Day... For example, Year (1990) defines the instant “1990” for the 
year time unit. An instant is a temporal grain. We note Tnow the current instant which 
is characterized by its dynamic nature, ie. Tnow changes constantly depending on the 
passage of time. A time interval is defined by a couple of instants noted “tstart” and 
“tend”. These instants can be fixed (temporal grains) or dynamic (defined with the 
instant “Tnow”). 
Example. The following figure represents the 3 states of our case study. It illustrates 
the principle of states derived by the reduction. This MDW is defined as follows: 
E = {E1 ; E2 ; E3} with Map = { (E1, E2) ; (E2, E3) } where 
- E1 = (FSALES ;{DPRODUCTS ; DTIMES ; DCUSTOMERS} ; [Year(Tnow)-4 ; Year(Tnow)[) ; 
- E2 = (FSALES ;{DPRODUCTS ; DTIMES ; DCUSTOMERS} ; [Year(Tnow)-14 ; Year(Tnow)-4[) ; 
- E3 = (FSALES ; {DPRODUCTS ; DTIMES} ; [Year(1990); Year(Tnow)-14[). 
Fig. 4. Reduction principle of multidimensional schemas 
The state denoted E1 and called current state, is associated to the validity interval 
[Year(tnow)-4; Year(Tnow)[ corresponding to [2010; 2014[. The instances of this state 
correspond to sales between 2010 and 2014 only, according to the DTIMES dimension. 
In the same way, the state named E2 stores data related to sales between 2000 and 
2010, whereas the state denoted E3 stores data related to sales prior to 2000. 
In Figure 4, 1990 is a fixed instant representing the date when the database was 
created. In this figure, we can also find time-variant intervals (moving over time) 
defined by the following instants: Year(Tnow)-14, Year(Tnow)-4 and Year(Tnow). So, 
next year, Year(Tnow) = 2015, Year(Tnow)-4 = 2011 and Year(Tnow)-14 = 2001. At 
each change of year, the states denoted E1, E2 and E3 will be instantly updated. 
Definition. A fact, denoted Fi, ∀i∈[1..n], is defined by (nFi, MFi) where
- nFi∈N  is the fact name;  
- MFi = {m1,..., mpi} is a set of measures or indicators.
Definition. A dimension, denoted Di, ∀i∈[1..m], is defined by (nDi, ADi, HDi), where
- nDi∈N is the dimension name; 
- ADi = { ,..., } is the set of the attributes of the dimension; 
- HDi = { ,..., ܪ௛೔஽೔} is a set of hierarchies.
Hierarchies organize the attributes of a dimension, from the finest graduation (root 
parameter, IDDi) to the most general graduation (extremity parameter, AllDi). Thus, a 
hierarchy defines the valid navigation paths on an analysis axis. 
Definition. A hierarchy, denoted Hj (abusive notation of ࡴ௝ࡰ࢏, ∀i∈[1..m], ∀j∈[1..hi])
is defined by (nHj, PHj, ԯHj, WeakHj), where:
- nHj∈N is the hierarchy name; 
- PHj = { ,..., } is a set of attributes called parameters, PHj ⊆ ADi; 
- ԯHj = {(pHjx, pHjy) | pHjx ∈ PHj ∧ pHjy ∈ PHj } is an antisymmetric and transi-
tive binary relation between parameters. Remember that the antisymmetry 
means that (pHjk1 ԯHj pHjk2) ∧ (pHjk2 ԯHj pHjk1)  pHjk1 = pHjk2 while the transi-
tivity means that
 
(pHjk1 ԯHj pHjk2) ∧ (pHjk2 ԯHj pHjk3)  pHjk1 ԯHj pHjk3.
- WeakHj : PHj → is an application that associates to each parameter 
a set of dimension attributes, called weak attributes (2N represents the power 
set of N).  
In the rest of the paper we denote each fact Fi that is an abusive notation of ܨ௡ಷ೔ .
In the same way, Di corresponds to ܦ௡ವ೔ .
Example. The E3 state of the previous figure is composed of one fact and two dimen-
sions and it is valid from 1990 to 2000. The fact table named SALES contains the 
measure Amount. The dimension PRODUCTS contains the hierarchy H_Ra on which 
the parameters are organized according to their granularity level: from the lowest 
level Range to the highest level ALLPRODUCTS. The other dimension is named DTIMES, 
it is graduated by the attributes Year and ALLTIMES on the hierarchy H_Time.   
The abstract representation is as follows: 
E3 = (FSALES ; { DPRODUCTS ; DTIMES } ; [t1990 ;t2000[) where: 
- FSALES = (SALES; { Amount }); 
- DPRODUCTS = (PRODUCTS; {Range, Sector, ALLPRODUCTS }; {H_Ra}); 
- DTIMES = (TIMES; { Year, ALLTIMES }; {H_Time}). 
The H_Ra hierarchy is defined by (nH_Ra, PH_Ra, ԯH_Ra, WeakH_Ra) where:
- nH_Ra = H_Ra; 
- PH_Ra = { Range, Sector, ALLPRODUCTS };
- ԯH_Ra = {(Range, Sector); (Sector, ALLPRODUCTS)};
WeakH_Ra = ∅. 
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3.3 Reduction Operators 
Deriving the reduced schema denoted Ek+1 from a schema denoted Ek is performed 
through the composition of derivation operators. We define the set of these operators 
as O = {RollUpreduce; Dropreduce; Slicereduce} as the minimum core of elementary opera-
tors to define the derivation.  
- The RollUpreduce operator provides a new state in which the specified dimen-
sion is reduced by removing all the attributes under the parameter that is spe-
cified in the operator. If the specified parameter is an extremity parameter like ܣܮܮ஽ೝ೚೗೗ೠ೛, the dimension is completely removed in the reduced state.
- The Dropreduce operator provides a new state in which the fact is reduced by 
the deletion of the specified measure. 
- The Slicereduce operator provides a reduced state in which the instances of the 
specified dimension denoted DSlice is reduced. The dimension instances that 
satisfy the predicate denoted predslice are kept in the new state. 
Table 1. Reduction operators on schemata 
Operators 
RollUpreduce(Ek ; Drollup ; prollup ; Tk+1) = Ek+1
Inputs Ek = (Fk ; Dk ; Tk) : initial state; 
Drollup ∈ Dk : dimension dedicated to a reduction; 
prollup ∈ ADrollup : reduction parameter of the Drollup dimension.
Output Ek+1 = (Fk+1 ; Dk+1 ; Tk+1) reduced state such as 
- Fk+1 = Fk ; 
- Dk+1 = Dk \ { Drollup } ∪ { Dnew } (*) with Dnew = (nDnew ; ADnew ; HDnew)
- nDnew = nDold 
- ADnew = { ax∈ADrollup | ax = prollup ∨ ∀Hj∈HDrollup, prollup ԯHj ax }
- HDnew = { Hx∈HDrollup | nHx = nHj ∧ PHx = { py∈PHj | py = prollup ∨
prollup ԯHj py } ∧ ԯHx = { (pHjx1, pHjx2)∈ԯHj | pHjx1 = prollup ∨ prollup
ԯHj pHjx1 } ∧ WeakHx : = { (px1, AHxx1)∈WeakHj | py∈PHj }.
Dropreduce(Ek ; mdrop ; Tk+1) = Ek+1
Inputs Ek = (Fk ; Dk ; Tk) : initial state ; 
mdrop ∈ Mk is a measure of Fk. 
Output Ek+1 = (Fk+1 ; Dk+1 ; Tk+1) reduced state such as 
- Fk+1 = (nFk, MFk \ { mdrop }) ;
- Dk+1 = Dk.  
Slicereduce(Ek ; Dslice ; predslice ; Tk+1) = Ek+1
Inputs Ek = (Fk ; Dk ; Tk) : initial state ; 
Dslice ∈ Dk : dimension dedicated to a reduction; 
predslice : selection predicate on a domain denoted dom(Dslice) of Dslice. 
Output Ek+1 = (Fk+1 ; Dk+1 ; Tk+1) reduced state such as 
- Fk+1 = Fk ; 
- Dk+1 = Dk with dom(Dslice) = { vi∈dom(Dslice) | predslice(vi) = TRUE }. 
(*) If ADnew = {ܣܮܮ஽ೝ೚೗೗ೠ೛} then Dk+1 = Dk \ { Drollup }
Example. In the previous example, we defined two reduced states. Each of them is 
defined by a derivation function. These functions are defined bellow. The first Map 
function, composed of two RollUpreduce operators, permits to define the “E2” state. 
The second Map function, composed of two RollUpreduce operators and one Dropreduce 
operator, permits to define the “E3” state.  
- RollUpreduce(RollUpreduce(E1 ; DPRODUCTS ; PRANGE ; [Year(Tnow)-14 ; 
Year(Tnow)-4[) ; DCUSTOMERS ; PTOWN ; [Year(Tnow)-14 ; Year(Tnow)-4[) = E2 ; 
- RollUpreduce(RollUpreduce(Dropreduce(E2 ; Quantity ; [Year(1990) ; Year(Tnow)-
14[) ; DCUSTOMERS ; ALLCUSTOMERS ; [Year(1990) ; Year(Tnow)-14[) ; DTIMES ; 
PYEAR ; [Year(1990) ; Year(Tnow)-14[) = E3. 
4 Experimental Assessment 
4.1 Data Collection 
In order to make experimental assessments, we implement two types of R-OLAP 
databases with the Oracle DBMS and each type has two different implementations. 
The first type of MDW corresponds to databases without reduction. Its first imple-
mentation is called Global Star, consists in an unreduced R-OLAP implementation 
based on 4 tables (Products, Customers, Times and Sales). The second implementa-
tion is called Global Table in which we merge the three analysis axis (dimensions 
Products, Customers and Times) with the fact table (Sales); consequently this imple-
mentation is composed of a single fact table that encompasses all. 
The population of the analysis axis was done as follows: (a) the dimension Times 
contains all dates from 01/01/1990 to 31/12/2013, (b) the two other dimensions con-
tain random data defined by generation of synthetic data. Allocation of random data 
was made so that father attribute of a hierarchy does not have the same number of 
sons while respecting the integrity constraints of strict hierarchies (any son attribute 
of a hierarchy has a single father attribute). 
We have defined various versions of non-reduced databases by ranging the tuple 
numbers of the dimensions Customers and Products from 10 to 40 tuples. 
- |Customers| = 10, 20, 30, 40 tuples 
- |Products| = 10, 20, 30, 40 tuples 
- |Times| = 8401 tuples (from 01/01/1990 to 31/12/2013)  
- |Sales| = |Customers| x |Products| x |Times| = 840 100 to 13 441 600 tuples. 
Even though the dimensions Customers, Products and Times are integrated in the fact 
table of Global Table, the implementation details of MDW Global table are the same 
as MDW Global Star. The following table describes different values associated to the 
attributes of dimension containing variable data.  
The second type of MDW corresponds to reduced databases. This type consists of 
three states according to the case study presented in this article (see Figure 4). We 
have defined two implementations of reduced databases:  
- a denormalized implementation (R-OLAP star schema defined in fig. 5 (a)), 
- a normalized implementation (snowflake schema defined in fig. 5 (b)).  
The operations permitting to get the different states of MDB were implemented with 
the help of triggers in Oracle DBMS.   
Table 2. Implementation details of the dimensions in Global Star and Global Table. 
|Customers| 
x |Products| 
Contents of the dimension 
Customers 
Contents of the dimension 
Products 
10 x 10 2 Towns, 2 Departments , 1 Region, 2 Types 2 Ranges, 2 Sectors, 2 Brands 
20 x 20 4 Towns, 3 Departments, 2 Regions, 4 Types 4 Ranges, 3 Sectors, 4 Brands 
30 x 30 6 Towns, 4 Departments, 2 Regions, 6 
Types 
6 Ranges, 4 Sectors, 6 Brands 
40 x 40 8 Towns, 5 Departments, 3 Regions, 8 Types 8 Ranges, 5 Sectors, 8 Brands 
(a) R-OLAP star schema (b) R-OLAP snowflake schema 
Fig. 5. R-OLAP schemata of reduced MDB 
4.2 Protocol 
The experimental assessment compares the execution time and the cardinalities of 
queries executed in two unreduced R-OLAP implementations with two types of re-
duced R-OLAP implementations of the same multidimensional database. This expe-
rimental assessment takes into account three criteria:  
SALES(Amount, Range#, Year#)
PRODUCTS(Range, Sector)
TIMES(Year)
SALES(Quantity, Amount, Range#, IDTime#, Town#)
CUSTOMERS(Town, Department, Region)
PRODUCTS(Range, Sector)
TIMES(IDTime, Month, Year)
SALES(Quantity, Amount, IDProducts#, IDTime#, IDCustomers#)
CUSTOMERS(IDCustomers, Lastname, Firstname, Town, 
Department, Region, Type)
PRODUCTS(IDProducts, Range, Sector, Brand)
TIMES(IDTime, Month, Year)
E3
E2
E1
SALES(Amount, Range#, Year#)
PRODUCTS(Range, Sector#)
SECTOR(Sector)
YEAR(Year)
SALES(Quantity, Amount, Range#, IDTime#, Town#)
CUSTOMERS(Town, Department#)
DEPARTMENT(Department, Region#)
REGION(Region)
PRODUCTS(Range, Sector#)
SECTOR(Sector)
TIMES(IDTime, Month#)
MONTH(Month, Year#)
YEAR(Year)
SALES(Quantity, Amount, Range#, IDTime#, Town#)
CUSTOMERS(IDCustomers, Lastname, Firstname, Town#,  Type#)
TOWN(Town, Department#)
DEPARTMENT(Department, Region#)
REGION(Region)
TYPE(Type)
PRODUCTS(IDProducts, Range#, Brand#)
RANGE(Range, Sector#)
SECTOR(Sector)
BRAND(Brand)
TIMES(IDTime, Month#)
MONTH(Month, Year#)
YEAR(Year)
E3
E2
E1
− Database volumetry: As mentioned above, we will apply queries of 4 versions for 
the different types of databases.  
− Query types: (a) Queries containing only joins and no selection criteria on non-
temporal dimensions (querying all the data of reduced database states), (b) Que-
ries containing conditions restrictions on the data (querying certain data in certain 
states)  
− Scope of queries: (a) queries related to one or more dimension tables, (b) queries 
manipulating 1, 2 or 3 states. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Queries without Restriction Predicates on Non-temporal Dimensions 
The first experimental assessment compares the theoretical execution time of queries 
(explain plan of the Oracle DBMS) by varying the size of the MDW in accordance 
with the protocol previously described. We have defined 14 queries manipulating 
different tables and different states. Each query is implemented in SQL. 
Table 3. Queries without restriction predicates on non-temporal dimensions 
Queries States Dimensions 
Q1: Amount of sales for the last three years E1 1 D: Time 
Q2: Amount and quantity of sales in 2008 E2 1 D: Time 
Q3: Amount of annual sales before 2000 E3 1 D: Time 
Q4: Amount  of sales by cities from 2010 to 2012 E1 2 D: Time, Custo-
mers 
Q5:Amount of monthly sales by departments from 2000 to 
2005 
E2 2 D: Time, Custo-
mers 
Q6: Amount of annual sales by sector before 2000 E3 2 D: Time, Products 
Q7: Amount of sales by cities, sectors and months in 2012 E1 3 D: Time, Products, 
Customers 
Q8: Amount of annual sales by sectors and departments from 
2000 to 2005 
E2 3 D: Time, Products, 
Customers 
Q9: Amount of monthly sales since 2000 E1; E2 1 D: Time 
Q10: Amount of annual sales per cities from 2002 to 2012 E1; E2 2 D: Time, Custo-
mers 
Q11: Amount of sales per year and range from 1990 to 2009 E2; E3 2 D: Time, Products 
Q12: Amount of sales by cities and sectors from 2002 to 2012 E1; E2 3 D: Time, Products, 
Customers 
Q13: Amount of annual sales E1; E2; E3 1 D: Time 
Q14: Amount of annual sales per ranges E1; E2; E3 2 D: Time, Products 
Remark. It is impossible to define a query manipulating 3 states and 3 dimensions 
because the state denoted E3 is only composed of 2 dimensions. 
Whatever the volumetry of database, the query execution time in a non reduced 
environment (the column with stripe and the gray column in the figure below) is more 
important than in a reduced environment (the white and black columns in the figure 
below). The lowest execution times are performed on the database called Reduced 
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5 Conclusion 
This paper resides within the field of MDW. Our objective is to specify aggregated 
schema over time in order to retain only the data useful for decision support according 
to the needs of users. Firstly, we define a conceptual model which allows us to specify 
MDW schemata composed of a set of states varying over time. Each state consists of 
a star schema and is defined with a mapping function, itself defined with reduction 
operators based on an extension of classical OLAP operators adapted to the reduction 
context. Secondly, we defined experimental assessments. Evaluating our solution 
consists in executing different queries in various environments: ROLAP schema 
without reduction, single fact table schema without reduction as well as star and 
snowflake schemata with reductions. We use multidimensional databases with differ-
ent sizes; the fact table size ranges from 840,100 to 13,441,600 tuples. Whatever the 
database volumetry, the execution time gain between unreduced and reduced databas-
es is significant: about 90%. Moreover, the more the datawarehouse volumetry in-
creases, the more the execution time gain is important. These gains remain in the 
same proportions when we apply restriction predicates or not on the queries. Finally, 
the execution time gain is independent of the cardinality of the result. 
In the future, we intend to extend our conceptual proposal in order to integrate oth-
er operators in the definition of the reduction function. We also intend to extend our 
experiments by combining our own work on reductions with that concerning indexes 
in a multidimensional context [6]. At last we wish to apply the principles of reduction 
to a reel data sample of analytic domain such as banking or insurance etc.   
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